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DESIGN: Michał Jaraczewski / MANUFACTURED IN: Poland

Solanto is a family of luminaires made with high aesthetics and the highest
quality of workmanship. Two available dimensions of circles, various colours and
the possibility of adjusting the suspension length give the architect a wide range
of arrangement options. Luminaires are dedicated to representative rooms as
well as private apartments.

Design
Solanto is a bow towards designers. We wanted a classic form that would
fit any interior.

We put utmost emphasis on product quality. Ring-shaped luminaires are
still a challenge, but we made it. The ring and the diffuser have been
combined without any joints. Thanks to this, the luminaire looks elegant
and impressive.

The second important aspect we strived for is luminaire’s universality.
We have designed suspended and surface-mounted versions. Both with
adjustable light streams. Thanks to this, Solanto can fill a space discreetly
or be its distinctive element.

And the last aspect – perhaps the most important one – the quality and
colour of light. Solanto meets the highest standards of energy efficiency,
while offering soft lighting in warm or cold colours.

Michał Jaraczewski / Designer
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Passion and professionalism
Our company was born out of fascination with light.
For 32 years of running our business, we have gained knowledge
and competences, thanks to which we can design and
manufacture even the most complex lighting systems.
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Inspiration and design
We make sure that our products are distinguished not only by
the best parameters, but also by unique design. We believe
that the space that surrounds us has a real impact on our wellbeing. We create our products having the above in mind.
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Innovation and development
We offer technologically advanced solutions. We constantly
invest in the development of our research centre and stateof-the-art production lines. We develop dynamically with the
advancement of technology.
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Sustainable development
We have placed environmental management at the heart of our
business, implementing a system that minimises any negative
impact on the natural environment. We are ISO 14001 certified.

Solanto
Suspended version

Suspended version

300 - 1400 mm

300 - 1400 mm

The geometric form of the Solanto luminaire ensures clarity and is a perfect match for interiors
designed with panache and fantasy. The luminaire is a combination of the latest lighting
technologies and unique design. The suspended version is available in two diameters of 600 mm
and 900 mm, as well as in two basic body colours: white and black. Solanto is recommended for
representative rooms, offices, boutiques, as well as for home spaces such as a living room or

32 mm

32 mm

a large kitchen.

•

Design developed by our own R&D department.

•

Polish production and branded components.

•

Body colour: white, black, any RAL colour.

•

Diffuser type: OPAL.

•

Luminous efficacy of up to 116 lm/W.

•

Power range from 30 to 53 W.

•

The maximum luminous flux is 6100 lm.

•

Colour temperature: 3000K, 4000K.

•

Multi versions with adjustable power and flux settings.

•

Versions with DIMM-DALI control available.

•

Colour rendering index (Ra)>80.

Solanto

Ø 900 mm

Ø 602 mm

Solanto
Surface version

Surface version
The use of several Solanto luminaires of different diameters in one room will allow you to create
an interesting composition of light circles on the ceiling. They will provide comfortable light,
and also the feeling of being in a modern room, where aesthetics is of utmost importance. The
surface-mounted Solanto luminaire will harmonise particularly with the suspended version. It is
68 mm

worth taking advantage of such a combination to achieve coherence of the arrangement and

68 mm

the extraordinary nature of the designed interior.

•

Design developed by our own R&D department.

•

Polish production and branded components.

•

Body colour: white, black, any RAL colour.

•

Diffuser type: OPAL.

•

Luminous efficacy of up to 116 lm/W.

•

Power range from 30 to 53 W.

•

The maximum luminous flux is 6100 lm.

•

Colour temperature: 3000K, 4000K.

•

Multi versions with adjustable power and flux settings.

•

Versions with DIMM-DALI control available.

•

Colour rendering index (Ra)>80.

Solanto

Ø 900 mm

Ø 602 mm

Solanto Duo
Double suspended version

300 - 1400 mm

Double suspended version
This original luminaire is the result of designer’s bold vision. Solanto Duo consists of two connected
rings offering excellent lighting parameters and the highest aesthetics of workmanship. Thanks
to the possibility to adjust the suspension lines, we can set the height of the luminaire itself, but

32 mm

also the angle of illumination of each of the rings. The freedom of choice and customisation
may encourage architects to create bold interior designs. Solanto Duo is dedicated to modernly
designed representative and loft rooms, restaurants and private apartments.

•

Design developed by our own R&D department.

•

Polish production and branded components.

•

Body colour: white, black, any RAL colour.

•

Diffuser type: OPAL.

•

Luminous efficacy of up to 122 lm/W.

•

Power range from 26 to 54 W.

•

The maximum luminous flux is 6500 lm.

•

Colour temperature: 3000K, 4000K.

•

Multi versions with adjustable power and flux settings.

•

Versions with DIMM-DALI control available.

•

Colour rendering index (Ra)>80.

Ø 602 mm

Solanto Duo

Ø 900 mm

Solanto Quattro
Quadruple suspended version

300 - 1400 mm

32 mm

Ø 900 mm / Ø 602 mm

Quadruple suspended version
The Solanto luminaire in the version with four rings is primarily a non-standard design solution
that will attract the attention of design connoisseurs. It is not only an excellent source of
light, but also serves as an original decorative element. Solanto Quattro gives the architect an
unlimited number of arrangement possibilities. Luminaires can be selected freely to make up the
most original lighting concepts. The luminaire is dedicated to rooms with large cubic capacity.
It will emphasise the prestige of hotel spaces, reception areas, modern shopping malls, large
conference rooms and other spacious representative rooms.
*1379 mm

•

Design developed by our own R&D department.

•

Polish production and branded components.

•

Body colour: white, black, any RAL colour.

•

Diffuser type: OPAL.

•

Luminous efficacy of up to 122 lm/W.

•

Power range from 52 to 108 W.

•

The maximum luminous flux is 13000 lm.

•

Colour temperature: 3000K, 4000K.

•

Multi versions with adjustable power and flux settings.

•

Versions with DIMM-DALI control available.

•

Colour rendering index (Ra)>80.

*1802 mm

Solanto Quattro

*The figure shows an example of dimensioning, which changes depending on the individual system of circles.

Being aware of the importance of environmental protection behaviours
and future generations inspires us to put maximum effort into offering
the highest quality, energy-efficient products; and to make sure that
the entire process and technology of their production do not have a
negative impact on the ecosystem.

Our efforts and their effectiveness have been confirmed by the ISO 14001
certificate. This means that Lena Lighting has successfully implemented

It really matters

an environmental management system. The overall goal of this system
is to create conditions for the functioning of the enterprise in order
to minimise the negative impact on the natural environment. We have
already succeeded, but we are going to continue our journey and invest

We make our products according to the highest environmental standards.

in technology and knowledge aimed at care for the natural environment.

Since 1989

We create
the light
together

lenalighting
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